
Briteline Dual Perf 70/30 is a 6 mil black/white composite PVC with approx. 1.7mm perforations and a
removable acrylic pressure-sensitive adhesive. This product comes with a multi-purpose release liner which is
compatible with UV, Solvent, Eco-Solvent and Latex ink systems. Perforation pattern: Approx. 30% perforated,
70% retained. Exterior-mount flat window graphics intended for short-term applications (6-12 months), such as 
POP, retail and commercial window signage.

Applications
Designed for flat windows such as glass doors, 
store fronts or any other clear flat surface. 
When paired with a laminate to extend the 
durability, use an optically clear version such 
as Briteline optically clear lam 
BL-OPT54100/BL-OPT60100

Adhesive & Liner
Transparent and removable leaving minimal 
adhesive on the surface. The longer the graphic 
is applied, the more adhesive it could 
potentially leave behind.

The liner on Briteline Dual Perf is a combination 
of a punched liner and a solid liner allowing the 
material to be printed with solvent, latex or UV 
ink platforms.

Recommendations
Proper surface prep is highly suggested before 
installation, use mild soap and warm water or 
isopropyl alcohol with water mixture (70% 
alcohol 30% water) make sure surface is 
completely dry and free of any debris or 
contaminates.

Leave a 1/4” between all edges of the window 
and the edge of the window perf. The vinyl 
should not meet any rubber or silicone edges of 
the window. Use the hinge method to remove 
the liner during installation, squeegee the film 
from the center of the graphic towards the edge 
with even pressure and consistent strokes.

Thickness
Film
Liner

6 mil
150 g

Product Series
BL-DLP541007030
BL-DLP601007030

54” x 100'
60” x 100'
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Statement of Practical Use
We believe the information on this product to be accurate. However, since we cannot anticipate or control the conditions under which this information or our products may be used, we 
cannot guarantee results obtained through their use. Tests of our products should be made by users to determine the suitability of these products for a specific purpose. The products 
are sold without warranty, either express or implied. The purchaser should refer to Grimco, Inc’s price list for terms and conditions or sale, including disclaimer of warranties and 
limitation of liability.

Storage Stability
6-month shelf life when stored at 70ºF 
and 50% relative humidity.

Exclusively from
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Laminating
Always allow 24 hours for inks to dry and outgas 
before applying an overlaminate. For best 
results, let graphics sit for 12 hours following 
laminating to allow the laminate adhesive to 
bond effectively to the window film.

Dimensional Stability
Fair


